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LIFE SKETCH OF GURAZADA 

In this chapter, an attempt is made to present a brief history of 

Gurazada's life and its background, which serves the necessar>' prelude for his 

biographical sketch. Later a vivid description of his life will be presented. 

Gurazada's forefather, Akkiraju left his native village Jampani in 

Guntur district and migrated to Gurazada village in Krishna district in search 

of livelihood and settled down there in the later half of the seventeenth 

century. In course of time they adopted the name of the village for their family 

name ' 

Akkiraju built two temples in the village. The family is a Niyogi family 

of Kaundinya gotram.^ Akkiraju had three sons - Surapuraju, Peda Veerraju 

and China Veerraju. Among them Surapuraju held the post of Diwan of 

Nuzvid Zamindars and acquired landed property from the Kamadan 

Samasthanam." Pedda Veerraju had seven sons. His fourth son 

Pattabhiramayya left Gurazada in search of livelihood and settled at 

Masulipatam. He worked under Srinadhuni Kodandaramayya, who was a 

Dubasi (interpreter) in the French East India Company and was also running 

shipping business. Kodandaramayya was impressed by the integrity and 

intelligence of Pattabiramayya and gave him his daughter in marriage. Though 

both families were Brahmins, they belonged to different sub-sects and 

marriage between different sects then was forbidden. But they had the 

courage to defy the custom and arranged the marriage. Thus it can be 

concluded that seeds of social reform was in the family history itself 
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Pattabhiramayya was the father of Gurazada's grand father. Gurazada 

inherited from his forefathers the broad out look and dedication for social 

reform. Later it blossomed into a revolutionary fervour in Gurazada. 

Pattabhiramayya, worked in the British East India Company in a small 

job He had three sons Perraju, Sitapati and Kondayya. With the sudden 

death of Pattabhiramayya, the eldest son, Perraju, migrated to Vizianagaram 

with brothers in search of livelihood and joined as an "Ameen" in the 

samasthanam of Vizianagaram rulers.'* After retirement he settled at 

Sarvasiddi Rayavaram ( S. Rayavaram) village and managed his own "Seri" 

and became the Karanam of that village. He dug a well in that village which 

even now provides water to the villagers. Pattabhiramayya's second son 

Sitapati married for the third time after losing his first and second wives. He 

had no children through the first and second wives. Two sons Venkata 

Ramadas and Kondalarao were bom to his third wife. When Sitapathi died 

suddenly while passing through in the middle age, the eldest son Venkata 

Ramadas, along with his brother took shelter under Kondayya who was then 

working as 'Ameen" in the Pedagadi Thana. Once the Zamindar of 

Vizianagaram, Pusapati Vijayarama Gajapati went to Pedagadi. Where he 

desired to send an urgent representation to the Government of Madras and 

needed a man who could write the representation neatly. Kondayya 

recommended his brother's son, Venkata Ramadas for the job. Venkata 

Ramadas snatched this opportunity and completed the work within the 

stipulated time and impressed the Zamindar. Consequently appreciating the 

talent, he was appointed as a clerk in the Kumaram Thana by the zamindar. 

Gurazada Venkata Apparao*" was the son of this Venkata Ramadas. 
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Two traits are conspicuous in the family of Gurazada throughout in all 

generations. In every generation some one or the other died at the middle-age. 

The second characteristic feature in their family is their loyalty and sharp 

intelligence with which they impressed their employers and won their 

appreciation. These two qualities are noticeable in Gurazada Apparao's 

generation also. Apparao's younger brother Syamala Rao passed away at tlie 

middle age. Gurazada Apparao, impressed Ananda Gajapati, Appala 

Kondayamba, the sister of Ananda Gajapati Raju, Zamindar of Vizianagaram 

and Vijayarama Gajapati with his piercing intelligence and astute knowledge. 

They had such confidence in him that they entrusted him with the running of 

all the affairs of the Samasthanam, (This greatman hereafter is referred to as 

Cmrazada). 

Gurazada's father was a tall well-built, handsome person with wide, 

well shaped eyes and fair complexion. He was educated and cultured, and was 

blessed with sharp intellect. He had appreciable knowledge of Telugu and 

Sanskrit. He was a good writer in Telugu. Besides, he had a notable 

knowledge in astrology and Vedantha (Philosophy) which won him praise and 

appreciation. Added to all the abilities, was his job in the Samasthanam. He 

married Kausalyamma, the daughter of Godavarti Rama Krishnayya, who was 

serving the British Government as a Sirastadar in the Munsiff Court at 

Elamanchili in Vizagapatam district.'' Those were the days of child marriages. 

When the marriage took place in 1856, Kausalyamma was hardly nine years 
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old Though the tradition of child-marriage was followed, Ramadas set up a 

family only after his wife attained full age. 

Gurazada was their eldest son. He was bom on the 21st September 

1862.^ But G.V. Sitapati and others are of the opinion that Gurazada was bom 

on 30th November, 1861.'̂  Unfortunately there is a contraversy regarding the 

date of his birth. As per the horoscope preserved, the date recorded in as per 

the Indian calendar, but the English date 30-11-1861 was recorded. Based on 

this English version G.V. Sithapathi concluded that his date of birth is 

30-i 1-1861. But on a corelation of the day recorded as per Indian calender to 

the Gregarian calender, it must be 21-9-1862. It may be a possibility that the 

English date must have been erroneously mentioned. He was a premature 

baby, bom in the seventh month of pregnancy. The popular notion is that 

children bom prematurely before the completion of nine months of pregnancy 

are considered to be immature. There are also many cases of people with 

mental imbalance. But in the case of Gurazada, the popular notion is 

dispelled. He proved himself to be a luminary of knowledge with profound 

intellect and carved out a nitche for himself as a literary stalwart and a social 

reformer. Had his mother gave birth to him after the completion of full nine 

months Gurazada would have attained the laurels of a great personality fit to 

be ranked among the greatest men the world has produced. His delicate health 

throughout his life can be ascribed to his premature birth. Gurazada mentions 

in his novel "Soudamini", that "A poet and a prophet are ahead of their 

limes". Gurazada proved his statement as correct in his own birth and 

writings also. It is an incidental coincidence that he was born in the 

auspicious year of Dundhubhi" indicating his future victories in the field of 
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literature. Commenting on the condition of the time of his birth the writer, 

Sripada Subrahmanya Sastry said "The great writer was bom at a time when 

the country was crushed under the feet of the foreigners, and the people were 

made slaves. The voice of the country was stifled, the writers were shackled 

and the Indian Literature was suppressed. He was bom at a time when the 

country could sink no further. The contemporary economic and social 

conditions were neglected. In the writings of Gurazada he stood as a symbol 

heralding a new era in the field of literature".'^ 
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Important Events in Gurazada's Life: 

Gurazada's life is a saga of contradictions. It is a book of extraordinary 

experiences of weals and woes. He was bom and brought up in an 

extraordinary family. One of his ancestors entered into a sectarian marriage, 

which perhaps was a precursors to Gurazada's future greatness. In other 

words, social reform was in his blood itself He climbed the pinnacles of fame. 

Though he started his career as an ordinary teacher just as all great men had 

humble beginning and when he left the World's stage, as a great poet, play

wright and a Philosopher. Physically he was a weak man. The condition of his 

health was reflected, in his words "My body is very sensitive to the 

atmospheric temperature. I can not tolerate draft of even ordinary breeze 

except rarely. When walking or driving, I hold an umbrella against the 

direction of the wind".̂ '* But his intellect and imagination soared high to the 

skies. He was of two or three generations ahead of his times. He lived only 

for fifty two years (from 21-9-1862 to 30-11-1915), but he carved out a 

permanent place in the hearts of the Telugu people for ever. His life is a great 

classic and every page of this classic is replete with rich experience and great 

thought. 
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Boyhood: 

His boyhood was spent in his maternal grand father's house at 

Elamanchili and his father's house at Gurivindada. Thus he was brought up 

m two different atmospheres. His grand father was a Siristadar at Elamanchilli 

MunsifTs Court. Brought up in an atmosphere of lawyers and courts, the 

young boy naturally desired to become a District Munsiff when he grew up. 

Once he was said to have written the following words on the door of the 

Munsiff court with a piece of chalk. 

"G.V.ApparaB.A., B.L., 

District Court Munsiff. 

Next day the District Munsiff saw this script and enquired as to who 

wrote them, Gurazada who happened to be present there boldly stepped 

forward and said that he had written them.'' This incident speaks volumes of 

Gurazada's aptitude, courage and truthfulness. But his ambition to become a 

lawyer did not pass through. After passing B.A., he joined the Law College at 

Madras but had to discontinue in the middle of the course for want of funds. 

yet in Vizianagaram Samasthanam he read many law books. Though he has 

no degree in law, he acquired a great deal of knowledge in law. 

Though his father Venkata Ramadasu was working in Kumaram Thana, 

he lived in Gurivindada, a village nearer to Cheepurupalli, as Kumaram was a 

village without proper facilities. Two miles away from Gurivindada, in 

Yenugulavalasa, Samsathanam lands were situated. Ramdas also had a small 

piece of land. Gurazada used to go to the fields along with agricultural 
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workers. He felt an inexplicable joy when he watched the beauty of nature, 

and captivated by it He was fascinated by streams of flowing water like 

rivers, marriages, receptions, festivals and processions, group dinners, 

amusements, pilgrimages and chariot processions. He used to take pleasure in 

making flower garlands of various colours. He loved sitting round camp-fires, 

warming the hands stretching them towards the fire and the traditional Bhogi-

tlre, a day before Sankranthi festival, and singing of Deepavali song during 

Deepavali festival. The pictures of trains and steamers and Manchester cloth 

were also his other interests. Street plays, puppet shows, making of toys with 

palmyra leaves and playing with other children were all part of his childhood 

memories which were never got erased from his mind and found expression in 

his later literary works.'^ 

Education: 

In 1867 while he was five years old, he was initiated into education in 

the traditional ritualistic way. He learnt English, Telugu and Sanskrit from 

Velivala Rama Murthy, who was then the Deputy Inspector of schools.'^ 

Curiosity and analytical talent were the traits noticed even in his childhood. 

He studied upto third class in the elementary school at Cheepurupalii. He 

passed his third class m 1872. He was then ten years old. His childhood often 

years at Gurivindada had a profound influence on his life. He joined in the 

High School at Vizianagaram.''^ At the request of his father, he was exempted 

from the payment of school fees. He lived in his relative's house and passed 

his Matriculation examination in the year 1879."̂ " 
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As a student he was very mischievous. He used to write on the black 

board making fun of the teachers. He deliberately used to ask them all kinds of 

questions. After school hours he played rural games. Though he enjoyed the 

school atmosphere, he was beset with financial problems at home which 

caused him mental anguish. To quote his own words " 1 never wished back 

younger days". He suffered from "troubles mostly pecuniary".^* They were 

almost unbearable. Inspite of it, with the little pocket money received from his 

father, he started building up a personal library by buying good second hand 

books. Of the many books he purchased, one was Buniyan's Pilgrim's 

Progress. He read it not once or twice but four times in quick succession. It 

touched a special chord in the inner being of the future champion of spoken 

Telugu. During his High School days he became a friend of Gidugu Rama 

Murthy.'̂ "̂  They studied together and passed Matriculation at the same time. 

I3ut Rama Murthy did not continue his education because of financial 

problems and joined as a teacher in Parlakimidi Migh School.̂ "* The friendship 

of the younger years continued throughout their life. 

Gurazada passed his FA ( first examination in Arts) in 1880.̂ ^ Had he 

continued his studies, he would have completed his B.A in 1882, but, for some 

reason he did not continue and so, ultimately, he passed his B.A., only in 

1886.̂ ^ His favourite subject in B.A. was philosophy and ironically he failed 

in Philosophy. He took Sanskrit as his second language. 
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Employment: 

Soon at\er passing his FA., circumstances at home forced him to go in 

for a job. While he was m Matriculation, the Principal of Maharaja's College, 

Chandra Sekhara Sastry noticed the talent in him. His poem "Ode to The 

Cuckoo"was appreciated by Sastry, Principal of Maharaja's college and 

Nagojirao, Deputy Inspector of schools, brought this to the notice of the 

Vizianagaram ruler. Raja Ananda Gajapati. It produced instantaneous result 

and he was appointed as a school teacher. As he grew of age, he changed his 

aspiration to become a teacher. He wanted to sit in a chair and punish the 

pupils.'̂ '* But when he finally became a teacher, he was not happy. Yet he had 

to continue as a teacher for a year. He taught to the students of lower classes. 

He then appeared for B.A, but failed. In the same year 1886, he started the 

Magazine "Prakasika".^'^ Though he did not pass B.A, he was given High 

school classes and after passing B.A in 1886, he became the Eighth Assistant 

Lecturer in Maharaja's College on 4th October 1887."̂ " But he was reluctant 

to accept the post since it would bring him a mere pittance of rupees twenty 

five a month. He expressed it in the words 'How can I support myself and my 

wife on rupees twenty five a month', 'why not I take up Government service? 

Being the head-clerk in a Deputy Collector's Office is not one of my many 

ambitions? It will not be a bad starting point. And if I please my superiors, I 

can surely hope to go up quickly. So he applied for the post of a head-clerk 

and got it.^' 

He applied for leave in the College on 03-03-1887 and joined in the 

Deputy Collector's Office as head-clerk on 07-03-1887.^^ But this job too did 

not satisfy him. Perhaps based on this experience, he wrote to his friend 
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Muni Subrahmanyam advising him never to enter government employment. 

The advice is worth quoting. "Do not enter government service unless you 

have a godfether who could lift you higher and higher like a crane. 

Government employment would suck one's blood and all joy in life was 

drained. The process of promotion is painftilly slow and the subordinate 

Revenue Service grinds all spirit and romance out of nature like you". 

Chandra Sekhara Sastry and Nagojirao once again intervened on his 

behalf and at their request he was again appointed as the Fourth Assistant 

1 .ecturer by Ananda Gajapati.^'' He was given a salary of hundred rupees. His 

career from 1881 to 1887 was undistinguished. 

After his re-appointment in Maharaja's College, he became intimate to 

the Maharaja. Later an increment of rupees five was sanctioned to him.^' 

Gurazada said "My view is to do whatever H.H. Ananda Gajapati orders me". 

The confidence reposed in him by the royal family is clear from the remarks of 

H.H. Ananda Gajapati who said "My mother and sister have perfect 

confidence in you". He started reading in earnest. As a teacher he earned the 

respect of the students. In his own words, "I started life as a teacher. I loved 

my boys" On 16th August 1889, he was elected as the Vice-President of the 

'Debating Ciub'"'^ under the patronage of Ananda Gajapati. He was promoted 

as the Third Assistant Lecturer with a salary of rupees one hundred and twenty 

five on 22nd June, 1891.^^ He taught English, Sanskrit and Grammar and 

translation to the FA. and B.A. class students. He also taught them Greek and 

Roman histor>'. He was not the type of that lecturer who would while away the 

one hour time in the class room somehow or the other. He made careful 

preparation, collected material on tlie lesson before he entered a class room to 
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teach. He was not satisfied in merely giving the meaning and summary of a 

poem. He made a critical analysis of each poem. He studied the methods 

adopted by some greatmen in the teaching field in Madras and Bangalore and 

followed their methods with meticulous care.''* It was because of all the effort 

he had put in, he earned fame as a lecturer. 

For the first time in 1891 his health received a set back and since then 

deteriorated gradually. He was unable even to walk. Yet he was always 

thinking of something or the other but in a lesser degree. He said "The 

validity of thought is seen in resolutions and judgements. Economy of time 

with regard to thought is a great thing. Whenever in company some thing is 

talked of, which is of no interest to one, one might think of other matters, 

without of course, showing impoliteness to the persons assembled. I was for 

many years given to day-dreams and reveries. When eating, I used to think of 

fancy, when walking-when in closet, when in bed, when I woke up during 

night, in my morning walk and so forth 1 atlast saw-that too much thinking and 

fancying-though very pleasant, effects the nerves. Now I am trying to tliink 

less.^^ He was soon able to walk. He was so closely endeared to the royal 

family that Ananda Gajapati himself took him to Madras and got him 

examined by Dr. Browning. Who advised him; "your nerves have been 

shattered to pieces. Refrain as much as possible from sexual 

intercourse you should not be in the college. Do not expose yourself to the 

sun. You may travel if you do not expose yourself you may have cold bath 

in the summer, Tapid in the winter. Ride not cycle that affects (sic) the 

heart"."^" On the advice of the Doctor, he was relieved of the teaching job and 

was put in-charge of research work as Estate Epigraphist in the Court of the 
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Raja on 05-06-1896 "" But Gurazada's mind could never rest and his literary 

zeal did not stop. 

His ever active mind deligently applied itself to the Epigraphical 

research on hand. He subsequently submitted some research papers to 

Epigraphica Indica which for some reason were not published. 

Ananda Gajapati's death in 1897'*^ was a big blow to Gurazada.'*^ He 

wrote in his diary in connection with the demise of the Raja "This has been a 

disastrous year to me. On the morning of 23rd May (1897), His Highness, the 

Maharaja of Vizianagaram, whom I had loved dearly dearer than my father, 

mother, wife or child, expired. His character, his personality by unalloyed 

goodness, sincere kindness and godly truth, commanded unselfish loyalty from 

the most advanced minds. Our lives were intertwined with this. 1 could do 

anything for him, anything that he ordered. A great light has passed away 

from the world. But I am not forsaken. I was treated very kindly by the 

Maharaja Kumarika'*'* very very kindly. God bless them". This is 

undoubtedly a perfect testimony of Gurazada's love, affection and gratitude for 

the royal family. 

From 1887 to 1896, the nine years period was the second stage in 

Gurazada's career. This was the period in which he grew as an educationist, a 

philosopher, a man of letters and a great poet. His association with Ananda 

Gajapati changed his life. Ananda Gajapati's court was known for intellectual 

debates, musical concerts, dance performances and literary discussions. It was 

at Ananda Gajapati's court that Gurazada came into contact with great 

stalwarts in the fields of Sastras, Hi.story and literature like Mudumbai 
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Narasimhacharyulu, Pen Kasinatha Sastry, Gurazada Sreerama Murthy, 

Manda Kameswara Kavi, KoUuri Laxmaji Pantulu"*^ and others. In their 

company he improved his knowledge of English and Sanskrit. He learnt logic 

and grammar. His own study added to his knowledge. He particularly read 

mnumerable books on dramas. He later wrote that his association with such 

great men had given him a greater knowledge of life and their experiences 

gave him a new perspective on life. 

The previous stage in his life provided all that was necessary for 

launching his career as a literary figure. The necessary self-confidence, 

courage and a new out-look to fight religious and literar>' bigotry were 

acquired during this stage of his life. Then he acquired the wherewithal to 

demolish the old and dilapidated social and literary structures and to rebuild a 

new social order and a new literary trend. It was merely a prelude to his future 

as a great poet and a prolific writer. 

Atler the demise of Ananda Gajapati, he became a secretary to the sister 

of the late Maharaja Rewa Sarkar-Maharani Appala Kondayamba in 1897. It 

was regarded as the glorious period of his life. Ananda Gajapati had no 

children. In accordance with the will executed by Ananda Gajapati, his 

mother Alakarajeswaridevi adopted her brother's son under the name 

Vijayaramaraju'*^ and made him the ruler. But some of his relatives filed a suit 

in the court against this adoption.'*^ This case went on till 1912 and the facts 

are vividly mentioned in the other chapter. Gurazada made a thorough study of 

the law relating to this case. Learned lawyers like Bhashyam Iyengar and 
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Advocate General Srinivasa Iyengar and Steward and others compared 

Gurazada to Chanakya and Yugandhara, known for their wisdom and sagacity 

m history,"*** Even the High Court Judge Bradey made a mention of 

Gurazada's name in his judgement. He said "Apparao is the main spirit of the 

suit". This suit was settled only after the death of Appala Kondayamba. Only 

then the affairs of the Samasthanam were finally settled. The suit on one side 

and the internal affairs of the Samsthanam on the other drained his vital forces. 

In 1911 Gurazada was appointed as an Examiner for B.A. Degree examination 

and a member of Syllabus Committee by the Madras University. As his 

services were no longer required with the Samasthanam, Gurazada turned his 

attention completely to literature. He established contact with the Bengali 

Sahitya Parishat of Calcutta."*'̂  In December 1912 he met Viswakavi 

Rabindaranath Tagore and maintained correspondence with him.^° 

In 1913 and 1914 he participated in the discussions over the use of 

spoken language in literature. In 1913 he voluntarily relinquished his job and 

a pension of mpees one hundred and forty two^* per month was sanctioned to 

him. For twenty nine years he held posts in different capacities. Whatever 

post he held, he discharged his duties with utmost sincerity and unflinching 

devotion and earned the appreciation of his employers. 

Soon after he left his job, the Governor nominated him as a fellow of 

the Madras University, in January 1913."̂ ^ At the request of the Syndicate 

member, V.R. Sunder Iyengar" Gurazada prepared a comprehensive report on 

the way the grant promised by the Indian Government, was to be utilised.''* 
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Though the report was prepared by him, yet he could not follow up as it was at 

this time the controversy on the use of spoken language was at its zenith and 

Gurazada was an exponent of this reform and hence concentrated on this 

movement.. 

The conference of Telugu Pandits and scholars and others interested in 

Telugu Literature took place at Pachippa's hall, Madras on 15th and 16th May 

1912. Among the subjects discussed was the importance of dealing with the 

desirability of writing in the spoken dialect in preference to what was 

commonly known as "Literary Telugu", The question was discussed at great 

length and the discussion at one stage took the form of a conversation with the 

exponent of the reform. Gurazada who made a speech, expounding his cause, 

maintained that unless a departure was made from the methods of composition 

now in vogue and the spoken dialect in use among the higher classes for 

literary purposes of the Telugu speaking people was freely employed, there 

could be no real advancement of the Telugu Literature. Among those present, 

he alone advocated this method of composition. He was "interrogated" by a 

number of persons both as to the need for the departure pressed for by him, 

and as to the practicability of the step, having regard to the marked differences 

between the spoken dialect in the various parts of the Telugu Country.'' As is 

well known Gurazada expressed his dissent on the report of the Telugu 

composition Sub-Committee appointed by Madras University. He published 

his views under the caption "The Minute of Dissent to the report of Telugu 

Composition Committee"."' Which was a land mark in the writings of 

Gurazada and a champion of spoken Telugu. 
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He said "I dissent from the views of the majority of the Sub-Committee 

consisting of Messers Venkataraya Sastriar and K.V. Lakshmana Rao. They 

stuck to the position which they had all along occupied and showed no 

disposition to come to any common understanding with the Modem School". 

Wherever he went he advocated the cause of spoken dialect. 

Gurazada was invited by the Viresalingam Public Library Committee to 

preside over the thirteenth anniversary of the Library in the Town Hall, 

Rajahmundry. hi his introductory speech, he referred to the state of Telugu 

Literature in the pre-British days and said that it grew chiefly under the liberal 

patronage of the kings and rulers. But now it has to develop under the 

patronage of the University and the Education Department. He then 

emphasised the usefulness of books and public libraries as instruments of 

education and said that in order that books might have an influence for good 

upon the people for whom they were intended, they should be written in the 

language of the people like The Bible and the Pilgrim's Progress.^^ 

In his closing remarks as Chairman of the meeting Gurazada put in a 

strong plea for producing a truly living literature by eschewing the current 

forms of words. "The language would then become powerfiil for good unlike 

the lifeless Jargon in which most books were written at presenf .'^ 

Family Life: 

He married Appalanarasamma, daughter of Yellapragada Sanyasiraju, 

of Sarvasiddi Rayavaram (Vizagapatam District) in 1885. Throughout their 
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married life they were an ideal couple.*'" He was then working in Maharaja's 

High School as a teacher. Though she had no fonnal Sanskrit education she 

could recite siokas from scriptures.*"' She was a good cook and highly 

religious. She believed that her husband was an intellectual but all the same 

not quite good at managing domestic affairs. Hence she left him for entirely 

literary pursuits and social work and managed domestic affairs herself This 

left him sufficient time to participate in public life. He was elected as 

President of the Rate-Payers Association of Vizianagaram for a term, and 

guided its proceedings ably. Attending political meetings, writing of articles 

and occasional editorials for the local journal the Telugu Harp were his daily 

routine.*''̂  They had two daughters and a son, Laxminarasamma, 

Appalakondayamba and Venkata Ramadas. Evidently the second daughter's 

name was in honour of the Rewa-Rani to whom he was devoted. 

Gurazada was very fond of his younger brother, Syamalarao. Though 

Gurazada could not achieve his life's ambition of becoming a lawyer he could 

see his younger brother Syamalarao studying law. But unfortunately 

Syamalarao breathed his last before taking his B.L., degree. In the early days 

they together wrote and published poems (see the Appendix VI). Syamalarao, 

also, along with Gurazada attracted the attention of Sambhu Chandra 

Mukherjee, the editor of Reis and Rayyet.̂ "' It was accepted and published by 

the Hindu. While studying in the Law College Madras Syamalarao wrote the 

story of Harischandra in blank verse.**̂  But his life's span was very short and 

he passed away at the age around 34 or 35.̂ *̂  It is an irony of fate that when 

Gurazada was just recovering from the agony of the death of Ananda Gajapati, 

he lost his brother. The demise of Syamala Rao was a loss to Telugu Literature 

and Gurazada. Had he lived for some more time, he would have assisted his 
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brother in the propagation of spoken Telugu language and also would 

contribute to produce a few more works along with his brother and far 

surpassed the fame of the legendary Tirupathi Venkata Kavulu. 

Gurazada's father Venkataramdas retired after working in different 

capacities as Revenue Supervisor, Peshakar and Khiledar. In 1905, he died in 

tragic circumstances.^^ He was crossing a small river between Vizianagaram 

and Nellimarla when flashfloods washed away the cart he was travelling in. 

Alas! there is no armour against fate. Gurazada's life was subjected to blow of 

fate one after the other in succession. But he stood amidst these tragedies 

boldly and faced life with equanimity. 

On one side he had to look after the affairs of the Samasthanam and on 

the other was his movement to bring spoken language into vogue in literature. 

Apart from these activities, he had to discharge his duties as an Examiner and 

as a member of the Syllabus Committee. In the midst of such hectic life, he 

could find time for literary compositions. His mind knew no rest. All this 

impaired his health. His health began to deteriorate and he wrote his Swan 

Song Dinchii Langani (Weigh the Anchor).^'' His desire to write the History 

of the Kalinga remained unfulfilled. He ignored his doctor's advice and his 

condition worsened and finally on 30th November 1915, inspite of the best 

efforts of the doctors, he breathed his last. His life boat replete with glitter, 

prominence, name and fame sailed away to unknown shores. He is larger than 

life. 

But Gurazada is not dead. "Pie will live as long as Telugu literature 

lives in the heart of every Telugu man". These are the words expressed by 
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Gidugu while consoling Gurazada's son, Ramadas. In his letter he said that 

"Apparao will live in the memory of all Telugu people. He is living though 

dead. To think of him is to recollect the happiest incidents in our lives". 

The condolence meeting was held at the Anderson Hall, Madras, under 

the auspicious of the Telugu Research Society and was attended by a large 

number of people. Srinivasa lyyengar, C. Bhanumurthy, G. Hari Sarvothama 

Row, B. Seshagiri Row and others spoke on the occasion and paid rich and 

glowing tributes to the departed soul. 

Sreenivasa lyyengar said "His ideal was perfection whether it was in 

manner or matter". He said that when he spent sometime at Waltair during 

the period of "big suit of Vizianagaram estate", he acquired great knowledge 

in Telugu, Sanskrit and English, as also of Epigraphy and Archaeology A 

few mmutes conversation with him would strike every body that he was every 

inch a scholar. He loved his work and devoted himself to research. That was 

perhaps why literary out put was so little. Such a man should have produced 

more but for his preoccupations with court cases of the Estate. It was due to 

him that the Estate, as also the family, had been prosperous. Lastly as a man 

the more closely one became acquainted with him, one would only discover 

more virtues instead of defects". 

C. Bhanumurthy, Telugu Translator to the Government of Madras, who 

moved the resolution said that "Apparao's brilliant qualities of head and heart, 

his versatile intellect, and varied learning, deep love for his friends and 

fellowmen, his unassuming manners and readiness to appreciate and 

acknowledge merit in friend and foe alike, virtues such as these had no doubt 
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won for him the love and esteem of all those who came into contact with him a 

loving friend and the country's noble son referring to the controversy over the 

Literary Telugu and popular Telugu, the latter of which the deceased led, from 

whom and his party the speaker had differed and said that the language for the 

masses like that of the Bangalee Literature produced by Rabindranath Tagore 

was necessary in these days of mass education and national upheaval; 

Apparao had fine poetic taste and he combined in him analytical insight and 

ability to produce something in consonance with his ideas. He was realising 

his ideas and he was not spared to completely realise them".^^ 

Harisarvothama Rao, the freedom fighter of Andhra, said "If he had 

lived long and devoted himself to that kind of literary work he should have 

been the Rabindranath Tagore of the Telugu Country" 7° 

The Madras Mail published a column on Gurazada on 30th November 

1915. Several individuals like J.A. Yates,^' Mark Hunter,^^ Pandrangi 

Seshagiri Rao, Secretary, Vangadeseeya Andhra Samithi and several 

organisations sent their condolence messages to his son Gurazada Venkata 

Ramadasu. 

"Apparao (1862-1915) raised a beautiful garden. The flowers of his 

genius, though few, emit sweet fragrance to this day Apparao opened up 

new vistas to Telugu prose and poetry. His Kanyasulkam, a drama with 

widow-remarriage as its theme, has been a source of inspiration and delight for 

the Andhras. As against, obsolete traditional styles he created models of good 

prose and poetry, which stand as an edifice to modem Telugu prose and 

poetry. Working closely with his friend, Gidugu Rama Murti (1863-1940) a 
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great scholar of his times, Apparao fought many a battle against the orthodox 

traditionalists to establish soft and easy styles of prose which he called 'Living 

lelugu."'** 

Thus Gurazada who did not inherit riches from his forefathers, 

inherited the seeds of social reform and broad outlook, which later on 

blossomed into a revlutionary fervour, contributed much for the upliftment of 

Telugu Literature and through it for the reformation of Andhra society. His 

was a brief but eventful life. During the short span of his life, observing the 

good and bad of the then prevailing conditions, he strived his best to be ahead 

of his times. Even though he worked in the feudal setup and got the patronage 

of Ananda Gajapati, his ideas and ideals were not restricted to that setup. He 

was one of the greatest sons of the Modern Andhra. 
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